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Abstract—Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is essentially
based in metamodel definition, model edition and the specification
of model transformations (MT) among these. In many cases the
development, evolution and adaptation of these transformations
is still carried out without the support of proper methods and
tools to reduce the effort and related costs to these activities. In
this work, a novel model testing approach specifically designed
to assist the engineer in model transformation evolution is
presented. A statistical analysis of the actual behavior of the
transformations is performed by means of the computation of
well-known information extraction metrics. In order to assist the
MT adaptation, a detailed interpretation of the possible results of
those metrics is also presented. And finally, the results of applying
this approach on a Model-Driven Reverse Engineering (MDRE)
scenario defined in the context of the MIGRARIA project are
discussed.

Index Terms—Model Transformation, Model Transformation
Evolution, Model Transformation Testing, Testing Oracle.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of Model Driven Engineering, models are

the main development artifacts and model transformations

are key elements to define operations over models, such as:

querying, synthesizing and transforming models. It is also

possible to build more powerful model transformations by

chaining simpler ones.

As the size and complexity of model transformations grow,

the costs and complexity of their evolution (adaptation to

another application context) become a main problem. Model

transformations are complex artifacts to maintain and to evolve.

New mechanisms and tools are needed to help the engineers

with the complex activities involved in model transformation

evolution. In this sense, during the last years, model testing

approaches have been defined [1][2][3][4][5]. They allow

engineers specifying and running regression tests to assess

the behavior of their model transformations. However, those

approaches just report engineers whether a test has passed or

failed. Although this kind of information could be helpful, we

think it falls short. Engineers get a list of failed tests and they

have to review them one by one to detect the source of the

problem and to figure out how to solve it. This is especially

cumbersome in case of transformations with a big set of rules

and in case of very different application scenarios, such as

MDRE scenarios, which often implies that a great number of

transformation rules will present errors and then will have to

be adapted.

In this work we present a novel approach to assist the

engineers with the evolution of model transformations. A

black-box model testing approach specifically designed for

quick computation and quick result interpretation is defined.

From the testing results, a novel approach to recommend

specific adaptation actions for concrete transformation rules

is proposed. So, as final output of our assisting approach,

engineers get a list of adaptation actions for every model

transformation rule whose behavior is not as expected. Those

recommendations are the main focus of this work. This

work is conceived from a practical perspective. It fosters the

incremental adaptation of MT. And we have given priority to

applicability on real scenarios over full correctness assessment

of model transformations.

For validation purposes, we also present the application of

this approach to adapt a MT, which defines a static analysis in

a MDRE chain, from one legacy system to another one. The

final goal in this case study was to increase the reusability of

the MDRE process by means of reducing the costs involved

in the evolution of the MT to new legacy systems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the

statistical analysis we have used. In Section III our approach

is explained. Section IV presents an illustrative example for

better understanding of the approach. In Section V we show

the results of applying our approach in a real project as

a means of validation. Section VI presents a collection of

related works. And finally, in section VII we outline the main

conclusions drawn by this work and point out some future

works.

II. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In this work we are interested in a fast and practical method

to assess if a model transformation is working as expected for a

concrete input model. We use the term correctness as proposed

by [6], in the following sense: "Lightweight verification of

the ’partial’ (but enough for practical purposes) correctness of

a model transformation". We are then interested in checking

in which degree the output model generated satisfies a set

of contracts. So we are just considering specific syntactic

properties of model transformations [4]. From this point of

view, we think a model transformation may be considered an

information retrieval process, i.e. patterns of input elements

trigger the generation of patterns of output elements. In pattern
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recognition and information retrieval with binary classification,

precision and recall are common metrics of the relevance

of the results obtained. Precision is the fraction of retrieved

instances that are relevant, while recall is the fraction of

relevant instances that are retrieved. Precision and recall values

may be computed following their classic formulae.

P recision =
T P

T P + FP
Recall =

T P

T P + FN

According to these formulae, their values can range from 0

to 1. However, we are going to normalize them to the range 0-

100. They are defined in terms of three other basic values: true

positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN).

There is also another value, true negatives (TN) that, although

not being necessary for the calculations, will be explained

for the sake of completeness. We will explain what this four

categories represent using the sets of input elements (candidate

input elements for generating the same kind of output element)

represented in Fig. 1.

The larger set, Candidates, represents all the elements

in the input model suitable for generating elements of a

concrete kind in the output model (we define "kind of element"

later). Inside the candidate set, two other subsets are depicted:

Transformed and Excluded. On one hand, all the input

elements inside the former are those actually generating output

elements. To find them we propose the definition of some

detection criteria. And, on the other hand, the input elements

contained in the Excluded subset are those that should not

be transformed. To detect them we propose the definition of

some exclusion criteria.

Using these three sets, it is possible to obtain the values

necessary to calculate the values of precision and recall. Thus,

for every kind of output element, there is a partition of the set

of candidates in four subsets, as depicted in Fig. 1.

• True Positives (TP). Number of non-excluded input el-

ements that have been properly transformed in output

elements.

• False positives (FP). Number of excluded input elements

that have been transformed in output elements by mistake.

• True Negatives (TN). Number of excluded input elements

that have not been transformed.

• False negatives (FN). Number of non-excluded input

elements that have not been transformed.

III. APPROACH

The final goal of our approach is to assist an engineer

when performing the necessary adaptations to evolve a model

transformation into a new application context. The general

idea is that the engineer can (1) specify which is the expected

MT behavior for a new input model, (2) get easy-to-interpret

results about the (light) correctness of the MT in that case,

and (3) obtain a set of concrete recommended adaptations for

every transformation rule of interest for the new scenario. In

that sense, our approach is a kind of model testing oriented

to the suggestion of concrete adaptation actions. As shown

by Fig.2, we organized the approach into three fundamental

activities:

• Relationship Specification. In order to specify the ex-

pected behavior of the MT for a new input model, this

work uses the concept of contract, as in [6][4][5]. In

this initial step, the complete set of contracts to check

should then be defined. We have (not formally) defined

a simple declarative specification of contracts based on

three main elements: input-output element relationships,

detection criteria and exclusion criteria. This specification

is specifically designed to simplify the calculation of

precision and recall metrics. We are aware of other

approaches to specify contracts but they are not so clearly

tailored to that purpose.

• Result Interpretation. The results should be easy to com-

pute and easy to interpret in order to be useful as assis-

tance in an incremental evolution process. Precision and

recall satisfy those requirements. For better interpretation,

we propose a categorization of the different valid result

combinations.

• Adaptation suggestion. This final activity provides the

engineer with a set of concrete adaptations derived from

the results obtained. The final product is then a set of

adaptation guidelines to drive the evolution of the model

transformation to the new application context.

The first two activities define a black-box model testing

approach; while the third activity is partially dependent of

the transformation language because it needs to access some

details of the transformation rules in order to suggest concrete

adaptation actions.

A. Relationship Specification

We define a notation to specify contracts between the input

model and the output model. Our notation contains three

fundamental concepts:

• Input-output element relationships. A concrete type of

output element is related to all the types of input elements

that could be transformed into it.

• Detection criteria. For any input-output element relation-

ship established it is necessary to define some detection

criteria to know whether an element has been transformed,

i.e. finding the output elements generated from a concrete

input element, or group of elements. These criteria also
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permit the definition of concrete properties for the output

elements.

• Defining exclusion criteria. These criteria are needed

to identify those elements in the input model which

should not be transformed in a given output element for

any input-output element relationship established. These

criteria allow then the definition of concrete properties

for the input elements. Note that this does not mean a

total exclusion, since the excluded input elements might

be included in another relationship. A criterion frequently

is based in the (non) existence of certain attributes of the

element, or their values.

Note that with the term "a kind of element" we are meaning

all elements of a concrete type that present a common set

of properties, e.g. all the Class elements of a UML Class

Diagram inside the same inheritance hierarchy. Our notation

specifies a kind of input element by means of its type (input-

output relationship) plus a collection of exclusion criteria. And

a kind of output element by means of its type (input-output

relationship) plus a collection of detection criteria.

Concrete details of the contract specification syntax are not

provided herein, since this paper is mainly focused on the

other two activities: the interpretation of the test results and the

suggestion of adaptations. Note, however, that our notation can

easily specify contracts in terms of preconditions, invariants

and postconditions, as other model testing approaches [4][5]

do. Additionally, we have carried out some comparisons to

those approaches whose results suggest they are equivalent in

terms of expressiveness

B. Result interpretation

It is worth to remind that precision and recall are calculated

for every kind (not type) of output element. That way we

can get an overall measure of the correctness (according to

the definition we use here) of all the transformation rules

generating that kind of output element.

To simplify result interpretation we reduce the set of possi-

ble values for the metrics to 4 values:

• 100. Perfect result.

• 0 < t < 100 (t from threshold). Defining a right threshold

may allow to find a balance between effort and correct-

ness. A threshold is specific for every application scenario

and for every output element and for every metric.

• 0. Worst result.

• NA. Value cannot be computed (division by zero).

Table I
POSSIBLE RESULTS

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Pr 100 t 100 t 0 0 NA NA

Rc 100 100 t t 0 NA 0 NA

According to these values, Tab. I. presents the 8 possible

result combinations. Following, a concise description of every

case is introduced:

• Case 1. This is the perfect situation. All expected ele-

ments have been generated and all generated elements

were expected.

• Case 2. All expected elements have been generated and

additional elements were generated though not expected.

• Case 3. All generated elements were expected, but not

all expected elements have been generated.

• Case 4. Neither all expected elements have not been

generated nor all generated elements were expected.

• Case 5. This is the worst situation. None expected el-

ement has been generated and none generated element

was expected. It is an extreme version of case 4.

• Case 6. There were no expected elements, but some

elements have been generated. It is an extreme version

of case 2.

• Case 7. There were expected elements, but none element

has been generated. It is an extreme version of case 3.

• Case 8. There were no expected elements. And none

element has been generated.

Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 define the most common situations, while

cases 5, 6 and 7 are specializations of them. And case 8

represents an exceptional case: all the contracts for that output

element are not applicable on the input model.

In cases 2, 3 and 4, different values of t may imply different

adaptation efforts, obviously. Here we are just considering

them in a generic way, because t will get different significant

values (as threshold) in every application scenario. So a more

concrete discussion about the meaning of t only makes sense

within a concrete application scenario.

C. Adaptation Suggestions

Based on the results obtained, concrete adaptation actions

may be suggested for any transformation rule involved in the

generation of a concrete kind of output element. This step

of the approach cannot be completely independent of the

transformation language, because transformation rules for any

input/output element need to be identified in order to suggest

concrete adaptation actions. Suggesting concrete adaptations

requires knowing the number of transformation rules affected,



some of which may need to be adapted, while others may

remain unaltered. Suggesting concrete adaptations requires

knowing the transformation rule responsible of TPs and/or

FPs. For the purpose of this work, we have used ATL [7]

as transformation language.

Regarding adaptation actions, we define the following 5

basic actions:

• Create (Cr). It means a new transformation rule should

be created to satisfy a new contract.

• Delete (De). It means a transformation rule is useless and

it can be marked for deletion.

• Constrain (Co). It means additional restrictions should

be included in the input element selection criteria of a

concrete transformation rule.

• Relax (Re). It means some restrictions should be removed

from the input element selection criteria of a concrete

transformation rule.

• No Action (Na). It means no action should be performed

on a concrete transformation rule.

We believe that any evolution scenario can be represented as

a set of those 5 actions. So, in order to adapt our original

transformation to a new application scenario we basically need

to know the proper set of actions to perform over the initial

transformation rules.

Tab. II presents a listing of suggested actions to perform

for any possible result case, according to the number of

transformation rules involved in the generation of a concrete

kind of output element. Possible values for the number of

transformation rules are: 0 (no rules) or n (n>0).

To provide more concrete actions, the latter case may be

decomposed as:

• h rules generating only TP,

• i rules generating only FP,

• j rules generating both TP and FP,

• k rules not generating anything.

Tab. II may be used as a reference sheet to recommend

adaptation actions. It comprises 25 different cases: 21 cases

are related to concrete transformation rules and 4 cases are

exceptional situations. Those 4 cases have no value in the

"Rules" column and they always suggest the action "Create

new rules". They represent an exceptional case, since the

recommended action should be performed only when other

suggested actions for a concrete kind of output element have

been already done but metric values are not still good enough

for our purposes.

As noted, the adaptation actions are suggested from a

general point of view. Hence, there are some situations in

which a pair of alternative actions may be suggested, but

only one should be performed. And, additionally, no concrete

information about constraining or relaxing some selection

criteria is provided. Such kind of detail could be obtained from

the contract specifications and then they are again dependent

of every application scenario.

At the end, the engineer will get a comprehensive set of

adaptations grouped by transformation rule or, from another

Table II
SUGGESTED ADAPTATION ACTIONS PER CASE

Case Rules Actions

1 n No Action

2 n h No Action

i Delete or Constraint

j Constraint

k Delete

3 n h Relax or No Action

i No Action (i=0)

j No Action (j=0)

k Relax or Delete

Create new rules

4 n h Relax or No Action

i Delete or Constraint

j Constraint

k Relax or Delete

Create new rules

5 n h No Action(h=0)

i Delete or Constraint

j No Action (j=0)

k Relax or Delete

Create new rules

6 n k Delete

7 0 Create new rules

n k Relax or Delete

Create new rules

8 0,n No action

point of view, for every transformation rule she will get

the adaptation actions suggested. The model transformation

evolution may then be completed with the assistance of the

list of recommended actions per transformation rule.

For the sake of brevity, only simple cases have been consid-

ered in this work, i.e. each transformation rule generates just

one kind of output element. In more complex situations our

approach can be successfully applied, but conflicting situations

may appear, caused by two different result cases suggesting

conflicting adaptation actions over the same rule. A deeper

analysis of such conflicting suggestions should then be carried

out and proper solutions should be provided. This is a matter

for future work.

D. Implementation Details

From a practical point of view, the approach presented

herein requires a tool with the following features:

• Contract specification. Based on input-output element

relationships, detection criteria and exclusion criteria.

• Computation of metric values. It comprises to query input

and output models.
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• Action suggestion. It requires querying transformation

rules in order to relate them to the different results

obtained.

For the purposes of this work, we have developed a pro-

totype tool covering the first two features. Basically, on one

side, contract specification may be done in OCL-style syntax.

And, on the other side, ATL rules and helpers have been

defined to query input and output models searching for the

patterns derived from the contracts. Additionally, based on

transformation traces, current work has been developed to get

the third functionality available for ATL transformation rules

(see Fig. 2). But it is still a work in progress.

IV. ILLUSTRATING THE APPROACH

A small example is presented to illustrate the application of

the approach in a model transformation evolution scenario.

Let us assume that, initially, we have: (1) a source

metamodel (SMM) called Things, (2) a target metamodel

(TMM) called Shapes&Colors, and (3) a transformation (T)

Things2Shapes. Both metamodels are presented in Fig. 3.

Following we are going to consider 4 different evolution

iterations in order to illustrate the different adaptations our

approach would suggest in each one. In those we are going to

consider a source (input) model (SRC), an expected (target)

output model (TRG), an actual output model (OUT). Note that

we use the following condensed textual syntax to represent

elements of those models: ElementType(attribute values,

[references]).

A. Iteration 1

A new contract (C1) should be defined. This contract states

that every fruit with a relation to an orange colored element

should be transformed in an orange object in the output

model with the same name. Tab. III illustrates in a simplified

declarative syntax how this contract is defined according to our

approach. Note that the exclusion expression means the fruit

should have any reference to an orange colored element, but it

is not mandatory to have only such reference ("..." means more

references may exist). As Tab. IV indicates we start from an

ideal scenario: the transformation behaves as it was expected,

i.e. it satisfies the contract for the input model. Note that

Oo(f1) represents an OrangeObject element with name f1.

That fact is confirmed by the result obtained from the metric

computation. As Tab. V shows, both metrics get a perfect

score, so no adaptation action needs to be recommended. Note

that column names Cs, TRs, Res and Acts stand for case,

transformation rule, types of results generated (TP, FP and/or

FN) and actions suggested, respectively.

B. Iteration 2

A new contract (C2) should be defined. This contract states

that every ball should be transformed in an orange object in

the output model with the same name. Tab. VI illustrates in

a simplified declarative syntax how this contract is defined

according to our approach. Tab. VII shows how we do not

get the expected output model. After computing our metrics

according to contracts C1 and C2, we get the result case 3

for that kind of output element, i.e. perfect precision but not

perfect recall, as shown in Tab. VIII. In this iteration it is

recommended to leave TR1 unchanged and to create a new

rule (TR2) to satisfy the new contract C2. So let us assume

that TR2 is implemented properly and a new analysis will

provide perfect scores for both metrics.

Table III
CONTRACT C1 (ITERATION 1)

SRC TRG

Element Type Exclusion Element Type Detection

Fruit ¬[orange...] OrangeObject Same name attr.

Table IV
MODELS (ITERATION 1)

SRC TRG OUT

Fruit(f1,orange,[orange]) Oo(f1) Oo(f1)

Fruit(f2,pear,[green])

Fruit(f3,orange,[orange,green]) Oo(f3) Oo(f3)

Table V
RESULTS (ITERATION 1)

Output Result Cs. TRs Res. Acts.

OrangeObject Case 1 (100,100) C1 TR1 TP Na

Table VI
CONTRACT C2 (ITERATION 2)

SRC TRG

Element Type Exclusion Element Type Detection

Ball OrangeObject Same name attr.



Table VII
MODELS (ITERATION 2)

SRC TRG OUT

Fruit(f1,orange,[orange]) Oo(f1) Oo(f1)

Fruit(f2,pear,[green])

Fruit(f3,orange,[orange,green]) Oo(f3) Oo(f3)

Ball(b1,[orange]) Oo(b1)

Table VIII
RESULTS (ITERATION 2)

Output Result Cs. TRs Res. Acts.

OrangeObject Case 3 (100,t)
C1 TR1 TP Na

C2 No FN Cr

C. Iteration 3

An original transformation requirement is modified: only

orange colored fruits should be transformed into OrangeOb-

jects. So contract C1 should be redefined accordingly, as

Tab. IX illustrates. Note that the exclusion expression means

the fruit should have a reference to an orange colored element

and it should not have any more references (contrary to

Tab. III). Tab. X shows how we do not get the output model we

expected. After computing our metrics according to contracts

C1 and C2, we get the result case 2 for that kind of output

element, i.e. perfect recall but not perfect precision, as shown

in Tab. XI. In this iteration it is recommended to leave TR2

unchanged and to constrain the selection criteria of TR1 to

satisfy the new definition of contract C1. So let us assume

that TR1 is adapted properly and a new analysis will provide

perfect scores for both metrics.

D. Iteration 4

Several original transformations requirements have changed:

• Only orange colored fruits or orange and yellow colored

fruits should be transformed into OrangeObjects.

• Only orange colored balls should be transformed into

OrangeObjects.

So contracts C1 and C2 should be redefined accordingly, as

Tab. XII illustrates (1st and 2nd content row, respectively).

Tab. XIII shows how we do not get the output model we

expected. After computing our metrics according to contracts

C1 and C2, we get the result case 4 for that kind of output

element, i.e. not perfect precision nor perfect recall, as shown

in Tab. XIV. In this iteration is recommended to relax the

selection criteria of TR1 and to constrain the selection criteria

of TR2 to satisfy the new definition of contracts C1 and C2.

For TR1 it is also recommended to create a new rule as

an exceptionally case, i.e. relax action did not provide the

expected result. However, in this concrete case, TR1 is also

generating TP, so it seems sensible to try to relax it first. Let

us assume that TR1 and TR2 are adapted properly and a new

analysis will provide perfect scores for both metrics.

Table IX
CONTRACT C1 (ITERATION 3)

SRC TRG

Element Type Exclusion Element Type Detection

Fruit ¬[orange] OrangeObject Same name attr.

Table X
MODELS (ITERATION 3)

SRC TRG OUT

Fruit(f1,orange,[orange]) Oo(f1) Oo(f1)

Fruit(f2,pear,[green])

Fruit(f3,orange,[orange,green]) Oo(f3)

Ball(b1,[orange]) Oo(b1) Oo(b1)

Table XI
RESULTS (ITERATION 3)

Output Result Cs. TRs Res. Acts.

OrangeObject Case 2 (t,100)
C1 TR1 TP,FP Co

C2 TR2 TP Na

Table XII
CONTRACTS C1 & C2 (ITERATION 4)

SRC TRG

Element Type Exclusion Element Type Detection

Fruit ¬[orange] OrangeObject Same name attr.

¬[orange,
yellow]

Ball ¬[orange] OrangeObject Same name attr.

Table XIII
MODELS (ITERATION 4)

SRC TRG OUT

Fruit(f1,orange,[orange]) Oo(f1) Oo(f1)

Fruit(f2,pear,[green])

Fruit(f3,orange,[orange,green])

Fruit(f4,peach,[orange,yellow]) Oo(f4)

Ball(b1,[orange]) Oo(b1) Oo(b1)

Ball(b2,[blue]) Oo(b2)

Table XIV
RESULTS (ITERATION 4)

Output Result Cs. TRs Res. Acts.

OrangeObject Case 4 (t,t)
C1 TR1 TP,FN Re,Cr

C2 TR2 TP,FP Co



V. CASE STUDY

The presented work is framed inside the MIGRARIA

project [8][9][10], which defines a model-driven re-

engineering process over Legacy Web Applications (LWAs)

aimed to obtain Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) and mobile

clients. In the reverse engineering stage inside this process, a

static analysis on the software artifacts of the LWA is defined

using MTs, in order to abstract its information and organize it

according to the structure of our own technology-independent

metamodel: the MIGRARIA MVC metamodel.

In MDRE, one of the main issues is to increase the reusabil-

ity of the model transformation chain that implements a static

or dynamic analysis of the legacy system. While metamodels

can be reused without any change if the technology platform

remains unaltered, the model transformations should evolve

to adapt to the features of a different legacy system. As an

example, in the MIGRARIA project, it has been necessary

to adapt or extend the transformation rules already defined,

so they contemplate new code patterns. This necessity arises

since the code style guidelines used in the development of

these LWAs may differ from the ones considered so far, even if

all of them use the same technological platform. The final goal

is then to reuse an existing reverse engineering (RE) process

in the most optimal and effortless way possible.

In this section we present one of the case studies in

MIGRARIA to validate our approach. In this case the model

transformation chain defined for a legacy system named CRS

has to be adapted to the characteristics of another legacy

system named Al-SIGM. That model chain has basically two

steps. The first one is a text2model transformation to get

a model representation of the software artifacts of a legacy

system. This transformation is implemented by means of the

MoDisco project [11]. And the second one is a MT that defines

a static analysis of the software artifacts (models) and gener-

ates a MIGRARIA MVC model. This MT is implemented in

ATL.

In this paper, we are just considering that MT (second step).

MIGRARIA MDRE process should execute a model transfor-

mation for each of the components of the MIGRARIA MVC

metamodel, i.e. Model, View and Controller components. In

this work, for the sake of brevity, we are just going to focus

on the generation of the View Component.

For the original legacy system (CRS), a total amount of 19

ATL transformation rules had been defined to implement the

static analysis. Tab. XV lists them.

For the target legacy system (AL-SIGM), a set of new

contracts was defined to assess the feasibility of the original

model transformation to this new system. Tab. XVI describes

some of them by means of the fundamental terms of our

approach.

After computing our metrics according to AL-SIGM con-

tracts, we get the results summarized in Tab. XVII. As shown,

most of the result cases defined appear in this analysis. Our

approach covers all the different situations that may appear,

being cases 3 and 7 the most common ones. This is a clear

Table XV
TRANSFORMATIONS (CRS)

TR Input element Output element

01 Page Page

02 JSPActionStrutsBeanWriter PresentationObject

03 JSPActionStrutsBeanWriter Data_PA

04 JSPActionStrutsLogicIterate ObjectPresentationCollection

05 JSPActionStrutsLogicIterate
ObjectPresentationCollection

DataSet_PA

06 JSPActionStrutsBean Derived_PA

07 JSPActionStrutsHTMLForm PresentationObject

08 JSPActionStrutsHTMLFormTag Data_PA

09 JSPActionStrutsHTMLFormTag DataSet_PA

10 JSPActionStrutsHTMLForm-
SelectOption

LiteralItem

11 JSPActionStrutsHTMLFormTag LiteralPresentationCollection

12
JSPActionStrutsHTMLForm-
SelectOption

ObjectPresentationCollection

Data_PA

Data_PA

13 JSPActionStrutsHTMLForm-
SelectOption

ObjectPresentationCollection

14 JSPActionStrutsHTMLFormTag

Submit_PA

Request

ObjectRequestParameter

15 JSPActionStrutsHTMLLink-
Action

Request

16
JSPActionStrutsHTMLLink-
Action

Request

ObjectRequestParameter

Data_PA

17 JSPActionStrutsHTML ValueRequestParameter

18 JSPActionStrutsHTML
ObjectRequestParameter

Data_PA

19 JSPActionStrutsHTMLLinkPage Request

indicator that there are a great number of input elements not

being transformed when they should be. One interesting case

is the one for Data_PA output elements. It has got a perfect

precision score and a recall of 91. As shown in Tab. XV,

Data_PA elements are generated by 6 different transformation

rules. In these circumstances, a score of 91 seems to be a

high enough value to decide not to take any action to increase

it. Actually, the threshold defined for the recall of this output

element is 80. Values over that threshold mean that the effort

to take (analyzing and fixing at least 6 rules) is much greater

than the likely benefits.

Finally, the following list of adaptation actions were sug-

gested for each transformation rule. For the sake of brevity,

Tab. XVIII only lists a small group of them. Here the most

interesting case is the Request output element, which contains

a complex contract (C4) with multiple input elements and 4

different transformation rules involved. As shown, different



Table XVI
CONTRACTS (AL-SIGM)

#
SRC TRG

Element type Excl. Element type Detection

C1 Page - Page Same path attr.

C2 JSPAction-
StrutsBean-
Writer

- Presentation-
Object (output)

Container pages
with same path
attr. and name
attr. in both src
and trg matches

C3 JSPAction-
StrutsHTML-
FormSelect-
Option

- Literal-
Presentation-
Collection

Container pages
with same path
attr. and con-
tainer elements
with same name
attr.

C4.1 JSPAction-
StrutsHTML-
LinkAction

-

Request

Container pages
with same path
attr. and value
of composed
attribute in src
matches name
of trg

C4.2 JSPAction-
StrutsHTML-
LinkPage

- Container pages
with same path
attr. and value
of composed
attribute in src
matches name
of trg

C4.3 JSPAction-
StrutsHTML-
FormTag

- Container pages
with same path
attr. and value
of value attr.
or composed
attribute in src
matches name
of trg

C5 JSPAction-
StrutsBean

- Derived_PA Container pages
with same path
attr. and value
of id attr. in src
matches name
attr. of trg

adaptation actions are suggested for different rules according

to the kind of results they are generating (TP, FP, FN). Note

that this is the final listing of actions performed, so we selected

a concrete action (bold in the table) when two alternative ones

were suggested. For the rules generating only TP (TR15 and

TR16) in was suggested to either Relax or No Action. After

the analysis of TR15 and TR16 we conclude that the action to

take was No Action, in this case. A similar situation happened

for the contract C4.2. TR19 was only generating FP and it was

marked for deletion. That way, TR14 was also marked for

deletion because it was not generating anything. And finally,

after the suggested adaptation actions were performed, we

computed the metrics again and there were still FN in the

output model. So we applied the exceptional case Create new

rules to solve this situation, as recommended by the approach.

Table XVII
RESULTS (AL-SIGM)

Output element Pr Rc Case

Page 100 100 1

PresentationObject (input) 100 100 1

PresentationObject (output) 100 25 3

ObjectPresentationCollection NA 0 7

LiteralPresentationCollection NA 0 7

ObjectRequestParameter NA 0 7

ValueRequestParameter NA NA 8

LiteralItem NA 0 7

Request 50 14 4

Data_PA 100 91 3

DataSet_PA 100 100 1

Derived_PA NA NA 8

Submit_PA NA 0 7

Table XVIII
SUGGESTED ADAPTATIONS (AL-SIGM)

Output Result Cs. TRs Res. Acts.

Page Case 1 (100,100) C1 TR1 TP Na

Presentation-
Object (output)

Case 3 (100,t) C2 TR2 FN
Re

(Cr)

Literal-
Presentation-
Collection

Case 7 (NA,0) C3 TR11 FN De

Request Case 4 (t,t)

C4.1
TR15
TR16

TP
Re,
Na

C4.2 TR19 FP
De,
Co

C4.3 TR14 FN
De

(Cr)

Derived_PA Case 8 (NA,NA) C5 TR6 - Na

VI. RELATED WORK

According to [2], model testing presents three main issues:

(1) test model generation, (2) test adequacy criteria definition,

and (3) test oracle construction. In this work, we assume the

existence of real input models for the MT under test. Our

target is then to adapt such MT to the specific characteristics

of those models. So tests should just cover all the cases

appearing in those models. In that sense, herein we do not

deal with the issue of the generation of artificial input tests

models nor the definition of test adequacy criteria. Regarding

the aforementioned three model testing issues, this work is

focused on the construction of test oracles. Oracle generation

approaches can be organized in six different categories:

• Reference model transformation. A reference MT is used

to generate the reference model that is then compared to

the output model. Regarding our application scenario, to

maintain a reference MT does not seem a viable solution



because of the size and complexity of the input models

and the great number of possible versions of a concrete

pattern to find during a static analysis.

• Inverse transformation. The input model is compared to

the output model of the inverse transformation that uses

the output model of the MT under test as input. That

approach requires the MT to be an injective function,

which is infrequent in MDRE scenarios.

• OCL assertion. The oracle establishes that the output

model should satisfy the OCL assertion. It is useful

to check the output model satisfies certain properties,

but [12] does not suggest expressing all the required

properties.

• Expected output model. A comparison is made between

the output model of the MT under test and the expected

output model. In MDRE scenarios, it is not viable to

specify output models due to the size and complexity of

the models involved.

• Generic contract. A set of constraints is defined over the

output model according to the input model, i.e. relations

are established between input and output model elements.

The interpretation of the unsatisfied relationships defined

between input and output model elements could provide

useful information on MDRE scenarios. We think our

approach may be categorized into this group. Additional

works in this category are commented below.

• Model snippets. The presence of a list of model snippets

is checked on the output model. It is basically a special-

ization of the expected output model approach to reduce

the specification effort.

Below we comment on other techniques of model verification

and model testing, most of them using generic contracts, which

are considered to be applicable on evolution processes of

model transformations.

A significant fraction of the examined techniques are based

on OCL constraints. Along these lines, we can find [13], where

input and output models, transformations and OCL constraints

are combined in a single model in which OCL postconditions

can be defined with the aim of finding counterexamples to the

expected behavior. Akin to these approaches, [12] focuses on

transformation testing using oracles. In a similar manner, the

approach presented in [14] proposes a switch of representation:

ATL rules and OCL constraints defined over the involved

metamodels are translated to First Order Logic and then

verified using SMT solvers. However, all this approaches lack

the required degree of flexibility and pragmatism required

in our scenario of transformation rules evolution. They also

have a different focus than transformation evolution, and do

not provide enough information about how the results can be

interpreted in order to adapt the transformation rules.

Regarding approaches proposing specific solutions (lan-

guages or tools) for model testing, we find works which define

informal techniques to verify the structural correspondence

between the input and output models, such as the Epsilon

framework, where we highlight the ECL [15] and EVL [16]

languages. Respectively, these languages aim at model dif-

ferencing among heterogeneous models, and the generation

of error warnings in the source code of the transformation

rules from the specification. ECL is currently being examined

as a possible substitution for ATL in the implementation

of our approach, whilst EVL was proven to be unsuitable

for our goals, due to its expressiveness limitations regarding

relationships between heterogeneous models. Moreover, [17]

was considered as a possible approach for a transformation

evolution scenario, but was discarded for being bounded to

endogenous MTs. Also, the MOSKitt framework [18] has been

also considered as a possible candidate for the implementation

of our process. Despite of the fact that their approach is more

based in model fragments rather than generic contracts, its

maturity and powerful tooling makes it a good candidate to

assess its suitability to our scenarios. We intend to tackle this

job in the near future.

To finish this section, we would like to discuss in more

detail the approaches proposed by [6][5], since there are clear

similarities between theirs and ours. Both works test model

transformation (light) correctness, focusing on scalability and

time-efficiency. Both of them use the concept of contract

definition, considering the model transformations as a black

box. Both approaches propose their own language to specify

contracts and can automatically generate test models and

test oracles from such specification, following the approach

pointed out by [2]. But both are mainly focused on the

specification of contracts and not on the interpretation of the

test results to suggest concrete adaptation actions. Their test

results are just reported as a list of passed/failed tests.

In this sense, as far as we know, we consider our approach,

to be the first work that focuses on the interpretation of the

results in order to guide the evolution process and correct the

transformation rules that do not match the contract specifica-

tion. For that goal, we propose to cluster the results by kinds

of output elements, instead of just retrieving a list of violated

contracts (failed tests). This may allow us to estimate the cost

of the adaptation process, providing the engineer an optimal

balance between evolution effort and rule correctness.

Regarding the test models, [6][5] propose to generate in-

put models automatically to test a MT, while our approach

proposes to use real input models for testing purposes. That

way a model transformation is specifically adapted to its

application scenario. This perspective has worked successfully

on evolution processes defined inside MDRE scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a novel approach to assist the

engineers in the evolution of model transformations. The main

contributions of this work can be summarized into the follow-

ing two. First, the definition of a new model testing approach

specifically designed for quick computation and quick result

interpretation. And, secondly, a novel approach to recommend

specific adaptation actions for concrete transformation rules

steaming from the model testing results. Those recommenda-

tions are the main focus of this work. There were already

a great number of model testing approaches in the literature.



Some of them are more complete on contract specification.

But, as far as we know, none of them is specifically designed to

suggest adaptation actions to assist the engineer in developing

an incremental evolution process. This work is conceived from

a practical perspective. We have given priority to applicability

on real scenarios over full correctness assessment of model

transformations.

To validate this approach we have been applied it in a

MDRE process to adapt the MT, which defines the static

analysis, from one legacy system to another one. The final

goal in this case study was to increase the reusability of the

MDRE process by means of reducing the costs involved in the

evolution of the MT to new legacy systems. This case study

has allowed us to check that this approach is complete enough

to be applied on real scenarios.

There are some open issues in this work that have been

commented along the paper.

First, contract specification is currently performed by means

of an OCL-style syntax. We think it would be interesting to

provide the engineer with a more specific and simple syntax.

We are now evaluating both other specification approaches in

detail, as well as studying the possibility of defining a DSL.

Secondly, conflicting suggestion scenarios have not been

explained in detail. The adaptation actions are now suggested

on the base that every transformation rule is generating only

one kind of output element. We plan to give a deeper insight

of conflicting suggestions in a future work.

And lastly, although a prototype tool has been implemented

to assist in the computation of the metrics and the suggestion

of adaptation actions, it is still in an immature stage. Its

development is also a matter for future work.
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